Two "Journals of Civilization" Voice Capitalism's Apprehensions

"Breaking Up the Family." 

Plain Talk of Irishman to Irishmen, on Father Shealy's Claim

The Propertyless Class. 

The Dignity of Labor. 

"Life and Deeds of Uncle Sam."

"Socialism, Communism and the Church."
THE FATAL DAY THAT DOES THE WORK

PARTY NEWS OF THE WISCONSIN MOVEMENT

The Legislature

Wisconsin Bill Advanced.

Socialist Bill Advanced. The Wisconsin bill has been recommended forhearing in the Senate. The bill is now in the hands of the Senate, and it is expected to be heard on the floor today.

Socialist Bill Advance...
WHY THE UNIONS "LOVE" THE MILITIA.

CIRCULAR CITATION

The headquarters of the Federal Labor Union of Pennsylvania are in Philadelphia. The organization is composed of skilled and unskilled workers, and its members are employed in a variety of industries throughout the state. The union was founded in 1886 and has been active in promoting the interests of workers in Pennsylvania. It has been involved in strikes and other forms of industrial action, and has been known to use military force to support its members. The union has a strong presence in the state, and its members are an important force in the labor movement in Pennsylvania.